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Probability And Random Number: A First Guide To Randomness Sugita
Hiroshi 2017-10-06 This is a book of elementary probability theory that
includes a chapter on algorithmic randomness. It rigorously presents
definitions and theorems in computation theory, and explains the meanings
of the theorems by comparing them with mechanisms of the computer,
which is very effective in the current computer age. Random number topics
have not been treated by any books on probability theory, only some
books on computation theory. However, the notion of random number is
necessary for understanding the essential relation between probability and
randomness. The field of probability has changed very much, thus this
book will make and leave a big impact even to expert probabilists. Readers
from applied sciences will benefit from this book because it presents a very
proper foundation of the Monte Carlo method with practical solutions,

keeping the technical level no higher than 1st year university calculus.
Contents: Mathematics of Coin TossingMathematical ModelRandom
NumberLimit TheoremMonte Carlo MethodInfinite coin TossesRandom
Number: Recursive FunctionKolmogorov Complexity and Random
NumberLimit Theorem: Bernoulli's TheoremLaw of Large NumbersDe
Moivre–Laplace's TheoremCentral Limit TheoremMathematical
StatisticsMonte Carlo Method: Monte Carlo Method as
GamblingPseudorandom GeneratorMonte Carlo IntegrationFrom the
Viewpoint of Mathematical StatisticsAppendices: Symbols and
TermsBinary Numeral SystemLimit of Sequence and FunctionLimits of
Exponential Function and LogarithmC Language Program Readership:
First year university students to professionals. Keywords:
Probability;Probability Theory;Randomness;Random
Number;Pseudorandom Number;Monte Carlo Method;Monte Carlo
IntegrationReview: Key Features: This is the first book that presents both
probability theory and algorithmic randomness for from 1st year university
students to experts. It is technically easy but worth reading for experts as
wellThis book presents basic limit theorems with proofs that are not seen
in usual probability textbooks; for readers should learn that a good solution
is not always uniqueThis book rigorously treats the Monte Carlo method. In
particular, it presents the random Weyl sampling, which produces
pseudorandom numbers for the Monte Carlo integration that act complete
substitutes for random numbers
Law and Policy for the Quantum Age Chris Jay Hoofnagle 2022-01-06 The
Quantum Age cuts through the hype to demystify quantum technologies,
their development paths, and the policy issues they raise.
The Logic of Information Luciano Floridi 2019-02-14 Luciano Floridi
presents an innovative approach to philosophy, conceived as conceptual
design. He explores how we make, transform, refine, and improve the
objects of our knowledge. His starting point is that reality provides the data,
to be understood as constraining affordances, and we transform them into
information, like semantic engines. Such transformation or repurposing is
not equivalent to portraying, or picturing, or photographing, or
photocopying anything. It is more like cooking: the dish does not represent
the ingredients, it uses them to make something else out of them, yet the
reality of the dish and its properties hugely depend on the reality and the
properties of the ingredients. Models are not representations understood
as pictures, but interpretations understood as data elaborations, of
systems. Thus, Luciano Floridi articulates and defends the thesis that
knowledge is design and philosophy is the ultimate form of conceptual

design. Although entirely independent of Floridi's previous books, The
Philosophy of Information (OUP 2011) and The Ethics of Information (OUP
2013), The Logic of Information both complements the existing volumes
and presents new work on the foundations of the philosophy of information.
Theory of Computer Science K. L. P. Mishra 2006-01-01 This Third
Edition, in response to the enthusiastic reception given by academia and
students to the previous edition, offers a cohesive presentation of all
aspects of theoretical computer science, namely automata, formal
languages, computability, and complexity. Besides, it includes coverage of
mathematical preliminaries. NEW TO THIS EDITION • Expanded sections
on pigeonhole principle and the principle of induction (both in Chapter 2) •
A rigorous proof of Kleene’s theorem (Chapter 5) • Major changes in the
chapter on Turing machines (TMs) – A new section on high-level
description of TMs – Techniques for the construction of TMs – Multitape
TM and nondeterministic TM • A new chapter (Chapter 10) on decidability
and recursively enumerable languages • A new chapter (Chapter 12) on
complexity theory and NP-complete problems • A section on quantum
computation in Chapter 12. • KEY FEATURES • Objective-type questions
in each chapter—with answers provided at the end of the book. • Eightythree additional solved examples—added as Supplementary Examples in
each chapter. • Detailed solutions at the end of the book to chapter-end
exercises. The book is designed to meet the needs of the undergraduate
and postgraduate students of computer science and engineering as well as
those of the students offering courses in computer applications.
Discrete Mathematics and Graph Theory K. Erciyes 2021-01-28 This
textbook can serve as a comprehensive manual of discrete mathematics
and graph theory for non-Computer Science majors; as a reference and
study aid for professionals and researchers who have not taken any
discrete math course before. It can also be used as a reference book for a
course on Discrete Mathematics in Computer Science or Mathematics
curricula. The study of discrete mathematics is one of the first courses on
curricula in various disciplines such as Computer Science, Mathematics
and Engineering education practices. Graphs are key data structures used
to represent networks, chemical structures, games etc. and are
increasingly used more in various applications such as bioinformatics and
the Internet. Graph theory has gone through an unprecedented growth in
the last few decades both in terms of theory and implementations; hence it
deserves a thorough treatment which is not adequately found in any other
contemporary books on discrete mathematics, whereas about 40% of this
textbook is devoted to graph theory. The text follows an algorithmic

approach for discrete mathematics and graph problems where applicable,
to reinforce learning and to show how to implement the concepts in realworld applications.
Membrane Computing Artiom Alhazov 2014-01-20 This book constitutes
the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 14th
International Conference on Membrane Computing, CMC 2013, held in
Chi?in?u, Republic of Moldova, in August 2013. The 16 revised selected
papers presented together with 6 invited lectures were carefully reviewed
and selected from 26 papers presented at the conference. Membrane
computing is an area of computer science aiming to abstract computing
ideas and models from the structure and the functioning of living cells, as
well as from the way the cells are organized in tissues or higher order
structures. It deals with membrane systems, also called P systems, which
are distributed and parallel algebraic models processing multi sets of
objects in a localized manner (evolution rules and evolving objects are
encapsulated into compartments delimited by membranes), with an
essential role played by the communication among compartments and with
the environment.
ICT Education George Wells
Introduction to the Theory of Computation Michael Sipser 2012-06-27 Now
you can clearly present even the most complex computational theory
topics to your students with Sipser’s distinct, market-leading
INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF COMPUTATION, 3E. The number
one choice for today’s computational theory course, this highly anticipated
revision retains the unmatched clarity and thorough coverage that make it
a leading text for upper-level undergraduate and introductory graduate
students. This edition continues author Michael Sipser’s well-known,
approachable style with timely revisions, additional exercises, and more
memorable examples in key areas. A new first-of-its-kind theoretical
treatment of deterministic context-free languages is ideal for a better
understanding of parsing and LR(k) grammars. This edition’s refined
presentation ensures a trusted accuracy and clarity that make the
challenging study of computational theory accessible and intuitive to
students while maintaining the subject’s rigor and formalism. Readers gain
a solid understanding of the fundamental mathematical properties of
computer hardware, software, and applications with a blend of practical
and philosophical coverage and mathematical treatments, including
advanced theorems and proofs. INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF
COMPUTATION, 3E’s comprehensive coverage makes this an ideal
ongoing reference tool for those studying theoretical computing. Important
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Multimedia: A Practical Approach
Elements of Computation Theory Arindama Singh 2009-04-30 The
foundation of computer science is built upon the following questions: What
is an algorithm? What can be computed and what cannot be computed?
What does it mean for a function to be computable? How does
computational power depend upon programming constructs? Which
algorithms can be considered feasible? For more than 70 years, computer
scientists are searching for answers to such qu- tions. Their ingenious
techniques used in answering these questions form the theory of
computation. Theory of computation deals with the most fundamental
ideas of computer s- ence in an abstract but easily understood form. The
notions and techniques employed are widely spread across various topics
and are found in almost every branch of c- puter science. It has thus
become more than a necessity to revisit the foundation, learn the
techniques, and apply them with con?dence. Overview and Goals This
book is about this solid, beautiful, and pervasive foundation of computer sence. It introduces the fundamental notions, models, techniques, and
results that form the basic paradigms of computing. It gives an introduction
to the concepts and mathematics that computer scientists of our day use to
model, to argue about, and to predict the behavior of algorithms and
computation. The topics chosen here have shown remarkable persistence
over the years and are very much in current use.
Multi-Agent Systems and Agreement Technologies Michael Rovatsos
2016-04-16 This book constitutes the revised selected papers from the 13
European Conference on Multi-Agent Systems, EUMAS 2015, and the
Third International Conference on Agreement Technologies, AT 2015, held
in Athens, Greece, in December 2015. The 36 papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. They
are organized in topical sections named: coordination and planning;
learning and optimization, argumentation and negotiation; norms, trust,
and reputation; agent-based simulation and agent programming.
Limits of Computation Bernhard Reus 2016-03-25 This textbook discusses
the most fundamental and puzzling questions about the foundations of
computing. In 23 lecture-sized chapters it provides an exciting tour through
the most important results in the field of computability and time complexity,
including the Halting Problem, Rice's Theorem, Kleene's Recursion
Theorem, the Church-Turing Thesis, Hierarchy Theorems, and CookLevin's Theorem. Each chapter contains classroom-tested material,

including examples and exercises. Links between adjacent chapters
provide a coherent narrative. Fundamental results are explained lucidly by
means of programs written in a simple, high-level imperative programming
language, which only requires basic mathematical knowledge. Throughout
the book, the impact of the presented results on the entire field of
computer science is emphasised. Examples range from program analysis
to networking, from database programming to popular games and puzzles.
Numerous biographical footnotes about the famous scientists who
developed the subject are also included. "Limits of Computation" offers a
thorough, yet accessible, introduction to computability and complexity for
the computer science student of the 21st century.
The Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics Ruslan Mitkov 2022-0523 Ruslan Mitkov's highly successful Oxford Handbook of Computational
Linguistics has been substantially revised and expanded in this second
edition. Alongside updated accounts of the topics covered in the first
edition, it includes 17 new chapters on subjects such as semantic rolelabelling, text-to-speech synthesis, translation technology, opinion mining
and sentiment analysis, and the application of Natural Language
Processing in educational and biomedical contexts, among many others.
The volume is divided into four parts that examine, respectively: the
linguistic fundamentals of computational linguistics; the methods and
resources used, such as statistical modelling, machine learning, and
corpus annotation; key language processing tasks including text
segmentation, anaphora resolution, and speech recognition; and the major
applications of Natural Language Processing, from machine translation to
author profiling. The book will be an essential reference for researchers
and students in computational linguistics and Natural Language
Processing, as well as those working in related industries.
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation: For Anna
University, 3/e
Understanding Computation Arnold L. Rosenberg 2022-09-10
Computation theory is a discipline that uses mathematical concepts and
tools to expose the nature of "computation" and to explain a broad range of
computational phenomena: Why is it harder to perform some computations
than others? Are the differences in difficulty that we observe inherent, or
are they artifacts of the way we try to perform the computations? How does
one reason about such questions? This unique textbook strives to endow
students with conceptual and manipulative tools necessary to make
computation theory part of their professional lives. The work achieves this
goal by means of three stratagems that set its approach apart from most

other texts on the subject. For starters, it develops the necessary
mathematical concepts and tools from the concepts' simplest instances,
thereby helping students gain operational control over the required
mathematics. Secondly, it organizes development of theory around four
"pillars," enabling students to see computational topics that have the same
intellectual origins in physical proximity to one another. Finally, the text
illustrates the "big ideas" that computation theory is built upon with
applications of these ideas within "practical" domains in mathematics,
computer science, computer engineering, and even further afield. Suitable
for advanced undergraduate students and beginning graduates, this
textbook augments the "classical" models that traditionally support courses
on computation theory with novel models inspired by "real, modern"
computational topics,such as crowd-sourced computing, mobile
computing, robotic path planning, and volunteer computing. Arnold L.
Rosenberg is Distinguished Univ. Professor Emeritus at University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, USA. Lenwood S. Heath is Professor at Virgina
Tech, Blacksburg, USA.
Theory of Computation D. P. Acharjya 2019-06-12 Theory of computation
is the scientific discipline concerned with the study of general properties of
computation and studies the inherent possibilities and limitations of
efficient computation that makes machines more intelligent and enables
them to carry out intellectual processes. This book deals with all those
concepts by developing the standard mathematical models of
computational devices, and by investigating the cognitive and generative
capabilities of such machines. The book emphasizes on mathematical
reasoning and problem-solving techniques that penetrate computer
science. Each chapter gives a clear statement of definition and thoroughly
discusses the concepts, principles and theorems with illustrative and other
descriptive materials.?
Intelligent Systems and Applications Yaxin Bi 2019-08-23 The book
presents a remarkable collection of chapters covering a wide range of
topics in the areas of intelligent systems and artificial intelligence, and their
real-world applications. It gathers the proceedings of the Intelligent
Systems Conference 2019, which attracted a total of 546 submissions from
pioneering researchers, scientists, industrial engineers, and students from
all around the world. These submissions underwent a double-blind peerreview process, after which 190 were selected for inclusion in these
proceedings. As intelligent systems continue to replace and sometimes
outperform human intelligence in decision-making processes, they have
made it possible to tackle a host of problems more effectively. This

branching out of computational intelligence in several directions and use of
intelligent systems in everyday applications have created the need for an
international conference as a venue for reporting on the latest innovations
and trends. This book collects both theory and application based chapters
on virtually all aspects of artificial intelligence; presenting state-of-the-art
intelligent methods and techniques for solving real-world problems, along
with a vision for future research, it represents a unique and valuable asset.
Introduction to the Theory of Computation (third Edition) Michael Sipser
2018
Limits of Computation Edna E. Reiter 2012-10-29 Limits of Computation:
An Introduction to the Undecidable and the Intractable offers a gentle
introduction to the theory of computational complexity. It explains the
difficulties of computation, addressing problems that have no algorithm at
all and problems that cannot be solved efficiently. The book enables
readers to understand: What does it mean for a problem to be unsolvable
or to be NP-complete? What is meant by a computation and what is a
general model of a computer? What does it mean for an algorithm to exist
and what kinds of problems have no algorithm? What problems have
algorithms but the algorithm may take centuries to finish? Developed from
the authors’ course on computational complexity theory, the text is suitable
for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students without a
strong background in theoretical computer science. Each chapter presents
the fundamentals, examples, complete proofs of theorems, and a wide
range of exercises.
Quantum Computational Number Theory Song Y. Yan 2015-12-26 This
book provides a comprehensive introduction to advanced topics in the
computational and algorithmic aspects of number theory, focusing on
applications in cryptography. Readers will learn to develop fast algorithms,
including quantum algorithms, to solve various classic and modern number
theoretic problems. Key problems include prime number generation,
primality testing, integer factorization, discrete logarithms, elliptic curve
arithmetic, conjecture and numerical verification. The author discusses
quantum algorithms for solving the Integer Factorization Problem (IFP), the
Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP), and the Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and for attacking IFP, DLP and ECDLP
based cryptographic systems. Chapters also cover various other quantum
algorithms for Pell's equation, principal ideal, unit group, class group,
Gauss sums, prime counting function, Riemann's hypothesis and the BSD
conjecture. Quantum Computational Number Theory is self-contained and
intended to be used either as a graduate text in computing,

communications and mathematics, or as a basic reference in the related
fields. Number theorists, cryptographers and professionals working in
quantum computing, cryptography and network security will find this book
a valuable asset.
Computation in Science Konrad Hinsen 2015-12-01 This book provides a
theoretical background in computation to scientists who use computational
methods. It explains how computing is used in the natural sciences, and
provides a high-level overview of those aspects of computer science and
software engineering that are most relevant for computational science. The
focus is on concepts, results, and applications, rather than on proofs and
derivations. The unique feature of this book is that it “connects the dots
between computational science, the theory of computation and
information, and software engineering. The book should help scientists to
better understand how they use computers in their work, and to better
understand how computers work. It is meant to compensate a bit for the
general lack of any formal training in computer science and information
theory. Readers will learn something they can use throughout their careers.
Topological and Statistical Methods for Complex Data Janine Bennett
2014-11-19 This book contains papers presented at the Workshop on the
Analysis of Large-scale, High-Dimensional, and Multi-Variate Data Using
Topology and Statistics, held in Le Barp, France, June 2013. It features the
work of some of the most prominent and recognized leaders in the field
who examine challenges as well as detail solutions to the analysis of
extreme scale data. The book presents new methods that leverage the
mutual strengths of both topological and statistical techniques to support
the management, analysis, and visualization of complex data. It covers
both theory and application and provides readers with an overview of
important key concepts and the latest research trends. Coverage in the
book includes multi-variate and/or high-dimensional analysis techniques,
feature-based statistical methods, combinatorial algorithms, scalable
statistics algorithms, scalar and vector field topology, and multi-scale
representations. In addition, the book details algorithms that are broadly
applicable and can be used by application scientists to glean insight from a
wide range of complex data sets.
Analysis of Algorithms Jeffrey J. McConnell 2008 Data Structures &
Theory of Computation
A Journey from Process Algebra via Timed Automata to Model Learning
Nils Jansen 2022-10-08 This Festschrift, dedicated to Frits W. Vaandrager
on the occasion of his 60th birthday, contains papers written by many of
his closest collaborators. Frits has been a Professor of Informatics for

Technical Applications at Radboud University Nijmegen since 1995, where
his research focuses on formal methods, concurrency theory, verification,
model checking, and automata learning. The volume contains contributions
of colleagues, Ph.D. students, and researchers with whom Frits has
collaborated and inspired, reflecting a wide spectrum of scientific interests,
and demonstrating successful work at the highest levels of both theory and
practice.
Developments in Language Theory Hsu-Chun Yen 2012-07-16 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference
on Developments in Language Theory, DLT 2012, held in Taipei, Taiwan,
in August 2012. The 34 regular papers presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions. The volume also contains the
papers or extended abstracts of 4 invited lectures, as well as a special
memorial presentation in honor of Sheng Yu. The topics covered include
grammars, acceptors and transducers for words, trees and graphs;
algebraic theories of automata; algorithmic, combinatorial and algebraic
properties of words and languages; variable length codes; symbolic
dynamics; cellular automata; polyominoes and multidimensional patterns;
decidability questions; image manipulation and compression; efficient text
algorithms; relationships to cryptography, concurrency, complexity theory
and logic; bio-inspired computing; quantum computing.
Languages And Machines: An Introduction To The Theory Of Computer
Science, 3/E Thomas A. Sudkamp 2007-09
Modern Language Models and Computation Alexander Meduna 2017-1004 This textbook gives a systematized and compact summary, providing
the most essential types of modern models for languages and computation
together with their properties and applications. Most of these models
properly reflect and formalize current computational methods, based on
parallelism, distribution and cooperation covered in this book. As a result, it
allows the user to develop, study, and improve these methods very
effectively. This textbook also represents the first systematic treatment of
modern language models for computation. It covers all essential theoretical
topics concerning them. From a practical viewpoint, it describes various
concepts, methods, algorithms, techniques, and software units based upon
these models. Based upon them, it describes several applications in
biology, linguistics, and computer science. Advanced-level students
studying computer science, mathematics, linguistics and biology will find
this textbook a valuable resource. Theoreticians, practitioners and
researchers working in today’s theory of computation and its applications

will also find this book essential as a reference.
Multi-disciplinary Trends in Artificial Intelligence Antonis Bikakis 2015-1128 This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 9th
International Conference on Multi-disciplinary Trends in Artificial
Intelligence, MIWAI 2015, held in Fuzhou, China, in November 2015. The
30 revised full papers presented together with 12 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 83 submissions. The papers feature
a wide range of topics covering knowledge representation, reasoning, and
management; multi-agent systems; data mining and machine learning;
computer vision; robotics; AI in bioinformatics; AI in security and networks;
and other AI applications.
Data Analysis and Optimization for Engineering and Computing Problems
Pandian Vasant 2020-09-08 This book presents the proceedings of The
EAI International Conference on Computer Science: Applications in
Engineering and Health Services (COMPSE 2019). The conference
highlighted the latest research innovations and applications of algorithms
designed for optimization applications within the fields of Science,
Computer Science, Engineering, Information Technology, Management,
Finance and Economics and Health Systems. Focusing on a variety of
methods and systems as well as practical examples, this conference is a
significant resource for post graduate-level students, decision makers, and
researchers in both public and private sectors who are seeking researchbased methods for modelling uncertain and unpredictable real-world
problems.
Computational Number Theory and Modern Cryptography Song Y. Yan
2013-01-29 The only book to provide a unified view of the interplay
between computational number theory and cryptography Computational
number theory and modern cryptography are two of the most important
and fundamental research fields in information security. In this book, Song
Y. Yang combines knowledge of these two critical fields, providing a
unified view of the relationships between computational number theory and
cryptography. The author takes an innovative approach, presenting
mathematical ideas first, thereupon treating cryptography as an immediate
application of the mathematical concepts. The book also presents topics
from number theory, which are relevant for applications in public-key
cryptography, as well as modern topics, such as coding and lattice based
cryptography for post-quantum cryptography. The author further covers the
current research and applications for common cryptographic algorithms,
describing the mathematical problems behind these applications in a
manner accessible to computer scientists and engineers. Makes

mathematical problems accessible to computer scientists and engineers by
showing their immediate application Presents topics from number theory
relevant for public-key cryptography applications Covers modern topics
such as coding and lattice based cryptography for post-quantum
cryptography Starts with the basics, then goes into applications and areas
of active research Geared at a global audience; classroom tested in North
America, Europe, and Asia Incudes exercises in every chapter Instructor
resources available on the book’s Companion Website Computational
Number Theory and Modern Cryptography is ideal for graduate and
advanced undergraduate students in computer science, communications
engineering, cryptography and mathematics. Computer scientists,
practicing cryptographers, and other professionals involved in various
security schemes will also find this book to be a helpful reference.
Cybercryptography: Applicable Cryptography for Cyberspace Security
Song Y. Yan 2018-12-04 This book provides the basic theory, techniques,
and algorithms of modern cryptography that are applicable to network and
cyberspace security. It consists of the following nine main chapters:
Chapter 1 provides the basic concepts and ideas of cyberspace and
cyberspace security, Chapters 2 and 3 provide an introduction to
mathematical and computational preliminaries, respectively. Chapters 4
discusses the basic ideas and system of secret-key cryptography, whereas
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 discuss the basic ideas and systems of public-key
cryptography based on integer factorization, discrete logarithms, and
elliptic curves, respectively. Quantum-safe cryptography is presented in
Chapter 8 and offensive cryptography, particularly cryptovirology, is
covered in Chapter 9. This book can be used as a secondary text for finalyear undergraduate students and first-year postgraduate students for
courses in Computer, Network, and Cyberspace Security. Researchers
and practitioners working in cyberspace security and network security will
also find this book useful as a reference.
Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Computational
Intelligence and Informatics K. Srujan Raju 2020-03-17 This book features
high-quality papers presented at the International Conference on
Computational Intelligence and Informatics (ICCII 2018), which was held
on 28–29 December 2018 at the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, JNTUH College of Engineering, Hyderabad, India. The
papers focus on topics such as data mining, wireless sensor networks,
parallel computing, image processing, network security, MANETS, natural
language processing and Internet of things.
Computing and Combinatorics Chi-Yeh Chen 2021-11-24 This book

constitutes the proceedings of the 27th International Conference on
Computing and Combinatorics, COCOON 2021, held in Tainan, Taiwan, in
October 2021. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, COCOON 2021 was
organized as a hybrid conference. The 56 papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 131 submissions. The papers
are divided into the following topical sub-headings: algorithms,
approximation algorithms, automata, computational geometry, fault tolerant
computing and fault diagnosis, graph algorithms, graph theory and
applications, network and algorithms, online algorithm and stream
algorithms, parameterized complexity and algorithms, and recreational
games.
Adventures Between Lower Bounds and Higher Altitudes Hans-Joachim
Böckenhauer 2018-09-04 This Festschrift volume is published in honor of
Juraj Hromkovi? on the occasion of his 60th birthday. Juraj Hromkovi? is a
leading expert in the areas of automata and complexity theory, algorithms
for hard problems, and computer science education. The contributions in
this volume reflect the breadth and impact of his work. The volume
contains 35 full papers related to Juraj Hromkovi?’s research. They deal
with various aspects of the complexity of finite automata, the information
content of online problems, stability of approximation algorithms,
reoptimization algorithms, computer science education, and many other
topics within the fields of algorithmics and complexity theory. Moreover, the
volume contains a prologue and an epilogue of laudatios from several
collaborators, colleagues, and friends.
Compiler Construction
Algoritmen en datastructuren Niklaus Wirth 1989 Inleiding in het
programmeren, bestemd voor programmeurs.
Alan Turing, het Enigma Andrew Hodges 2015-10-27 Er is niet veel
overdreven aan de stelling dat de Britse wiskundige Alan Turing de
geallieerden heeft gered in hun strijd tegen de Nazi's, dat hij de uitvinder
was van de computer, de bedenker van kunstmatige intelligentie en een
voorloper in de strijd om vrijheid voor homoseksuelen - en dat alles
voordat hij, 41 jaar oud, zelfmoord pleegde. Deze schitterende biografie
vertelt het definitieve verhaal van een uitzonderlijk genie en een even
uitzonderlijk leven. Alan Turings grote kracht was zijn briljante analytische
geest gecombineerd met zijn gave voor het ontwerpen van 'intelligente'
machines. In 1940 wist hij met zijn vindingen de Duitse Enigma-code te
kraken - de code waarmee de Duitse lucht- en zeemacht alle
communicatie beveiligde. Hij bracht er het Duitse oorlogscommando een
slag mee toe die de oorlog bekortte en vele mensenlevens redde. Het was

niet Turings enige wapenfeit. Al voor de oorlog werkte de briljante
wiskundige aan het concept van een universele machine, een idee dat hij
in 1945 uitwerkte tot de allereerste digitale computer. In 1952 kwam een
abrupt einde aan de glansrijke carrière van Alan Turing, toen hij door de
autoriteiten werd opgepakt wegens homoseksualiteit, een strafbaar feit dat
in die tijd nog actief werd vervolgd. In het land dat hij zes jaar lang in het
belang van de vrijheid had gediend, volgde een veroordeling en een
mensonterende behandeling. In 1954 pleegde Alan Turing, 41 jaar oud,
zelfmoord. Alan Turing, het Enigmaverscheen voor het eerst in 1983 en
kreeg een glorieuze ontvangst. Enkele jaren geleden volgde een herziene
editie, ingeleid door Douglas Hofstadter.
Handbook of Discrete and Combinatorial Mathematics Kenneth H. Rosen
2017-10-19 Handbook of Discrete and Combinatorial Mathematics
provides a comprehensive reference volume for mathematicians, computer
scientists, engineers, as well as students and reference librarians. The
material is presented so that key information can be located and used
quickly and easily. Each chapter includes a glossary. Individual topics are
covered in sections and subsections within chapters, each of which is
organized into clearly identifiable parts: definitions, facts, and examples.
Examples are provided to illustrate some of the key definitions, facts, and
algorithms. Some curious and entertaining facts and puzzles are also
included. Readers will also find an extensive collection of biographies. This
second edition is a major revision. It includes extensive additions and
updates. Since the first edition appeared in 1999, many new discoveries
have been made and new areas have grown in importance, which are
covered in this edition.
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation John E.
Hopcroft 2007 This classic book on formal languages, automata theory,
and computational complexity has been updated to present theoretical
concepts in a concise and straightforward manner with the increase of
hands-on, practical applications. This new edition comes with Gradiance,
an online assessment tool developed for computer science. Gradiance is
the most advanced online assessment tool developed for the computer
science discipline. With its innovative underlying technology, Gradiance
turns basic homework assignments and programming labs into an
interactive learning experience for students. By using a series of root
questions and hints, it not only tests a student's capability, but actually
simulates a one-on-one teacher-student tutorial that allows for the student
to more easily learn the material. Through the programming labs,
instructors are capable of testing, tracking, and honing their students'

skills, both in terms of syntax and semantics, with an unprecedented level
of assessment never before offered. For more information about
Gradiance, please visit www.aw.com/gradiance.
Quantum Attacks on Public-Key Cryptosystems Song Y. Yan 2014-07-08
The cryptosystems based on the Integer Factorization Problem (IFP), the
Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) and the Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) are essentially the only three types of
practical public-key cryptosystems in use. The security of these
cryptosystems relies heavily on these three infeasible problems, as no
polynomial-time algorithms exist for them so far. However, polynomial-time
quantum algorithms for IFP, DLP and ECDLP do exist, provided that a
practical quantum computer exists. Quantum Attacks on Public-Key
Cryptosystems presemts almost all known quantum computing based
attacks on public-key cryptosystems, with an emphasis on quantum
algorithms for IFP, DLP, and ECDLP. It also discusses some quantum
resistant cryptosystems to replace the IFP, DLP and ECDLP based
cryptosystems. This book is intended to be used either as a graduate text
in computing, communications and mathematics, or as a basic reference in
the field.
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